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In the heart of the Miami Beach Art Deco District rises again Alexandria at South Beach.

The Alexandria is a luxurious boutique Art Deco building, immersed in an enchanted garden, which has been completely 
renovated maintaining the historical Art deco architecture while redesigning the interior to bring to the market 17 modern 
and spacious apartments in the heart of South Beach.

Two blocks from world famous Lincoln Road, walking distance from Ocean Drive and the beaches, Alexandria offers other 
than luxury finishings, amazing amenities, such us the private Gym, sauna, and steam room. Every unit comes with a 
private storage.

The best landscape design, luxury finishing and precious materials in Miami Beach.

Space, light and special amenities characterize the building, giving the residents a luxury status.

ALEXANDRIA AT SOUTH BEACH





The entire garden has been completely redesigned in order to 
convey peace and tranquility; design stainless steel railing 
encloses the property.

From the garden, troght the river pebble walkways, through a koi 
pond run by a high-tech filtering system, you can access the units 
set in a natural atmosphere.

The landscape

















The units have been carefully designed to offer a comfortable living space and finished with top of the line materials to give 
the property the luxury that has been unmatched in the Art Deco District. Every unit is decorated with modern, high-quality 
interiors in a beautiful fusion that combines Italian design to this boutique Art Deco building.

The building offers studios, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom units each with a unique touch:
• Five studios with three distinct floor plans  that range approximately between 460-510 sq. ft.
• Seven 1 bedroom / 1 bathroom apartments with four different  floor plans that range approximately between 630 - 750 
square feet. 
• Three 2 bedroom / 2.5 bathroom apartments in two different layouts that range from approximately 1010 - 1080 sq. ft.
• One 3 bedroom / 3 bathroom corner apartment of approx. 2000 sq. ft., on the second floor with a private elevator. 
• One 2 story, 3-bedroom / 3.5 bathroom apartment of over 2500 sq. ft. with a magnificent absolute black granite and 
stainless steel staircase.

Alexandria seamlessly combines elegance, luxury and simplicity to offer unique beautiful units in a variety that fits your needs 
and way of life.

The Units



the 1 Bedroom





the Studio





1 BEDROOM



SAUNA COMMUNITY AND MEETING ROOM

STEAM ROOM THE GYM (artist rendering)



SOLID WOODEN DOORS AND SLIDING DOORS WITH DESIGNER STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES AND ALUMINUM DOOR FRAMES, 8 INCHES BASEBOARD.



The apartments are elegantly finished with large high quality floor coverings with polished natural 
stone inserts, Murano mosaic walls, mother of pearl mosaic walls, crystal glass walls, fine Italian 
marble, solid wooden doors with designer stainless steel handles and aluminum door frames, black 
granite countertops, oversize showers with crystal doors, hydro therapy bathtubs, Duravit® 
Bathroom fixtures, and top of the line Grohe® faucets.

Even in the stairways continue the attention of the details with precious coverings and designer 
stainless steel railings and light fixtures.

The Details



ABSOLUTE BLACK GRANITE FLOATING CUSTOM STAIR DESIGNER STAINLESS STEEL CUSTOM RAILINGS





SPACE AND LIGHT CHARACTERISE THE UNITS

ITALIAN STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES ON SOLID WOOD DOORS DESIGNER STAINLESS STEEL LIGHT FIXTURES



RIVER PEBBLES WALL DECOR

MOTHER OF PEARL MOSAIC COLUMNS



ITALIAN GLASS WALL DECOR, LARGE FLOOR COVERINGS, LEVIGATED RIVER PEBBLES FLOOR INSERT



MOTHER OF PEARL AND ITALIAN GLASS MOSAIC WALL DECOR, ALUMINUM DOOR FRAMES



ITALIAN GLASS MOSAIC, RIVER PEBBLES WALL DECOR LARGE FLOOR COVERINGS



MURANO GLASS COVERINGS AND BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS



STAINLESS STEEL MOSAIC, TOP OF THE LINE FAUCETS, STAINLESS STEEL SQUARE SINK, BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS



ITALIAN GLASS MOSAIC, TOP OF THE LINE FAUCETS, STAINLESS STEEL SQUARE SINK, BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS, CUSTOM DESIGNER CABINETS



ITALIAN GLASS MOSAIC,  BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS, DESIGNER LIGHT FIXTURES



ITALIAN GLASS AND CRYSTAL MOSAIC, TOP OF THE LINE FAUCETS, STAINLESS STEEL SINK, BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS, CUSTOM DESIGNER CABINETS



MOTHER OF PEARL MOSAIC, BLACK NATURAL STONE SINK, TOP OF THE LINE FAUCETS, BLACK GRANITE COUNTERTOPS, CUSTOM DESIGNER VANITIES



STAINLESS STEEL INSERTS

FLOATING BATHROOM FIXTURES MARBLE MOSAIC WALLS



HYDRO THERAPY BATH TUB WITH TOP OF THE LINE FAUCETS, CRYSTAL WALL COVERINGS, CRYSTAL SHOWER SLIDING DOOR, SOLID WOODEN DOORS WITH DESIGNER HANDLES



ENJOY 4 SQ FT OF SHOWER RAIN

DESIGNER BATH TUB FAUCET

HIGH TECH SLIDING DOORS MECHANISM

OVER SIZE SHOWER WITH FULL CRYSTAL WALL COVERINGS



CUSTOM DESIGNER VANITIES CUSTOM OVER SIZE SHOWERS, MARBLE MOSAIC, CRYSTAL, NATURAL STONE



CUSTOM VANITIES,, MARBLE, CRYSTAL, GRANITE, STAINLESS STEEL MOSAICS





The building is composed of 5 studios, 7 one bedroom, 3 two bedroom, and 2 three bedroom units.

The units are functionally distributed on two main floors. The biggest unit, a two story three bedroom apartment, has a 
separate private entrance. The three bedroom on the second floor has it's own private elevator.

The boundary walls, in reinforced concrete, ensure the privacy of the individual apartments.

In the basement, with access from the garden, are the large gym, the sauna, and the steam room, other then the common 
meeting area.

Floorplans



1st floor



2nd floor



Studio



One bedroom



Two bedroom



Three bedroom



2 Story three bedroom



Basement floor plan: meeting and recreational room, gym, sauna, steam room, restroom.





South Beach is a magnet for the Beautiful People and a solid investment choice for the discerning. Miami offers perfect year 
round weather with a latin flavor and American confort.

A true Gateway to the America's, Miami has everything for the good life. From first class cuisine, to amazingly beautiful white 
sand beaches to a nightlife compared to none in the Americas. This tropical haven offers a bustling cultural life as well as 
being a global melting pot.

Widely recognized as one of America's most beautiful cities, Miami has its very own architectural Art Deco style, famous all 
over the world for its use of natural light, its straight forward geometric composition and its perfect integration into the tropical 
environment. The boutique building character of South Beach's most coveted addresses is unique to the area and combines 
privacy and elegance with a fun beach spirit.

A stroll around South Beach's trendy spots will surprise you with exquisite food from around the world, prepared to the very 
highest standards. The shopping is varied and original and the art galleries brimming with art and avant garde vision.

Miami is fun sophistication, a favorite destination for the Jet-set the world over and a solid investment choice.

Welcome to Miami!

The Location



The Alexandria at South Beach is located in the heart of the Art Deco District, connected with bridges to Miami downtown.



Two blocks from Lincoln Road, walking distance from the beach.



Euclid Avenue ends in Lincoln Road, the premier destination for shopping and entertainment.



Walking distance to Ocean Drive, entertainment facing the Atlantic Ocean.



With miles of white sandy beaches…



…and Caribbean water!




